
PolyShield

Shutters........ 



After 35 Years in the window furnishing industry we 

have researched this shutter product intensly, thats 

why we bring you one of the best quality shutters on 

the market, being Australian made we have that 

local support, we take pride in the finished product 

from selling to the completed installation.

Bi-Fold Shutters

Sliding Shutters

→    Colour  ** White & Natural

Custom Made Quality Shutters

→   Frame ** L Frame or Z Frame

→   Blade Size **Aerofoil 90mm

→   Catches ** Magnets or Latches

→   Hinges ** White or Stainless Steel

Hinged Shutter



Introducing Polyshield Shutters
"Add a touch of class and enhance any room with our Australian made Polyshield Shutters"  

Polyshield Shutters are made of highly durable thermoplastic; a plastic polymer that can be recycled and shaped to 

take up any form.  Polyshield shutter material is made of 57% salt and 43% of natural gas or crude oil extracts.  

Therefore Polyshield Shutter material is unique and capable of performing what other plastics cannot, excellent 

durability, corrosion & chemical resistance and insulation qualities.

    What are PolyShield Shutters ?   

Shutters are one of the most practical & functional window 

coverings in todays market, with proven insulation & noise 

cancelling properties, easy maintenatance, this product is 

taking the window industry by storm.  Control your privacy 

and airflow by rotating the louvres to suit your situation.  

Adding value to your home whilst saving on energy costs at 

the same time

Available in Hinged, Sliding, Fixed or Bi-fold we use an 

aerofoil blade size of 89mm, with a frame option to suit your 

window.  The exposed back tilt bar gives you a full 

uninterupted view.

Australian made shutters can be installed in approx 4 weeks, 

imported shutters will take between 8-10 weeks. 



1.  PROUD TO BE AUSTRALIAN MADE 5.  MOISTURE RESISTANT

2.  QUICK DELIVERY

3.  ENERGY EFFICIENT 7.  ECO FRIENDLY & UV RESISTANT

4.  WARRANTY 8. MAINTENANCE FREE & EASILY CLEANED
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Most shutters sold today are manufactured and 

imported from overseas, but Polyshield Shutters 

are all manufactured here in Australia.  All 

shutters pass through extensive quality control, 

to ensure that every part of the product is of the 

utmost quality.

Since our shutters are locally manufactured, we 

can deliver in the shortest lead time.  Most 

imported shutters, take 8-10 weeks plus time to 

install. Our Delivery is 4 weeks to supply & 

install. 

Our Shutters are an engineered timber 

substitute that performs better, lasts for longer, 

and insulates up to 70% more efficiently than 

traditional wood.  Make that saving today on 

your energy bills.

Backed by a 20 Year limited manufactures 

warranty.   Australian and locally made you 

will never have to worry about the finished 

product being completed.

Polyshield Shutters are moisture resistant,  with 

no issues installing them in highly humid areas 

like bathroom windows, over the kitchen sinks or 

windows adjacent to a swimming pool.  They are 

the perfect choice for coastal areas and humid 

climates.

Unlike Timber shutters, Polyshield Shutters are 

absolutely impervious to termites, and are Fire 

Retardant.  

Polyshield Shutters are engineered to perform 

perfectly for life.  They are easy to clean, just like 

furniture dust lightly and wipe with a damp cloth.  

They'll look beautiful in your home day after day.

6.  TERMITE FREE  & FIRE RETARDANT  

Polyshield Shutters are a Synthetic material 

derived from natural resources and are UV 

Stabilised to avoid discoloration.
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...........Why Choose Polyshield 

Shutters    ??????
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